
Overnight ,Tesla Inc reported a smaller-than-expected drop in quarterly
profit as a string of price increases on its electric vehicles (EVs) helped offset
production challenges caused by COVID-19 lockdowns in China. The
company reported that it was still pushing to reach 50% growth in deliveries
this year, adding that while the target had become more difficult, "it remains
possible with strong execution." CEO Elon Musk said he expects inflation to
start easing by end-2022 and most commodity prices to stabilize. Tesla does
not have a demand problem, but a production problem, Musk told a
conference call. He dismissed the idea that global economic problems were
hurting interest in Tesla, despite vehicle prices' rising to what he called
"embarrassing levels." The U.S. price of Tesla's Model Y long-range version,
now $65,990, is up more than 30% since the start of 2021. Shares of Tesla
were up about 1% in after-hours trade. The shares are down about 40%
from their peak in November. 
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Market Moves

Equities:. European stock markets are expected to open higher today,
helped by the resumption of Russian gas supply to the continent, but
investors remain cautious ahead of a key European Central Bank
meeting. Early this morning Russia started sending gas through its
biggest pipeline to Europe after a 10-day maintenance period.
Resumption is set to ease concerns about an energy crisis on the
continent. The relief is likely to be largest in Germany with Europe’s
largest economy heavily dependent on Russian gas for its power
needs. That said, gains are likely to be limited as investors await the
ECB meeting later in the session, which is widely expected to result in
the central bank’s first interest-rate hike since 2011.Overnight after a
positive close in the US, Asian stocks eased on local corporate earnings
concerns 
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Currencies: The euro rebounded this morning, rising back toward a two-
week high to the dollar, as Russian gas began to flow through a key pipeline
again, but investors were cautious ahead of an expected European Central
Bank interest rate hike later in the day. Markets are split on whether ECB
policymakers will deliver a previously telegraphed 25 bps increase or a half-
point rise to try to wrestle down runaway inflation, despite palpable risks of
recession. The ECB is also likely to provide more details of a new tool aimed
at controlling outsized rises in bond yields on Europe's periphery. Italy's
political uncertainty complicates the ECB plans to deliver details on its new
anti-fragmentation tool, especially regarding the conditions for the tool to be
triggered, and analysts believe a lack of clarity is likely to drag on the euro.
The US Dollar Index that tracks the greenback against a basket of other
currencies edged down 0.19% to 106.87. 
Looking ahead: All focus today on the ECB rate decision where
commentators are stuck between a 25bp and 50bp rate increase now plus
any flags for the next increase of possibly 0.5% in September.  The Bank of
Japan is also expected to leave its rates unchanged today. The flow of
corporate earnings will also continue with results expected from AT&T, Philip
Morris, SAP , Electrolux and Mitchells & Butlers in the UK

Energy: Oil prices fell this morning for a second straight session, as
demand concerns outweighed tight global supply after U.S.
government data showed tepid gasoline demand during the peak
summer driving season. Brent crude futures dropped 0.7%, to $106.15
a barrel. Oil prices have been volatile because of the loss of Russian
barrels following the country's invasion of Ukraine

SAP
SAP this morning has reported second-quarter revenue growth of 13% 
 beating estimates on a boost from its cloud business, although the German
business software group trimmed its profit outlook for the year due to the
war in Ukraine. The company's cloud revenue climbed 34% to €3.06 billion in
the quarter. The current cloud backlog, which measures incoming business,
was up 34% at €10.40 billion. However, the company lowered its 2022
adjusted profit outlook to between €7.6 billion and €7.9 billion, from a range
of €7.8 billion to €8.25 billion. SAP cited an impact of €350 million at constant
currencies on adjusted profit from the war in Ukraine and a potential decline
of software licenses revenue. The company's exit from Russia and Belarus
due to the war in Ukraine led to about €120 million in severance payments to
employees and impairments of assets. Adjusted earnings per share were 28
cents, below estimates of 44 cents, mainly due to lower contribution from
investments in venture capital firm Sapphire Ventures.

Ocado plc
Shares in Ocado dropped 1.7% after the grocery delivery firm announced
CEO Melanie Smith would be stepping down at the end of next month. 
 Smith has been CEO since 2019 when the company announced a jv with
Marks and Spencer in a £750 million deal which saw Ocado market M&S
food online for the first time and deliver M&S products to shoppers’ front
doors. Shares have suffered as turnover fell as the pandemic ended
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